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Field Crops Newsletter:
In General:
We’ve certainly had a reminder of what an
early season drought can do, and I believe we all
know that it could have actually been much worse.
As I am writing, thunderstorms are moving across
some of the driest portions of the area; at least that’s
what the radar images are telling me. I have grown
skeptical about weather radar lately; so I will
probably have to satisfy my mind tomorrow by
driving out to see for myself. If it has deceived me
again, I will be very disappointed, and I know you
will be too. We need rain now; I hope you are
blessed with enough to keep crops and pastures alive.
As it sits, we have almost certainly lost a
significant portion of our potential yields already.
This is especially true for corn and soybean, and the
symptoms are showing more in cotton every day. A
good rain now might mean that we “approach” the
state average corn and soybean yields in some cases,
although I expect overall state averages will be down
dramatically this year.
Cotton:

This crop probably has the best root system I
have ever seen. Even the smallest plants have such
strong anchorage that you need a shovel if you plan
to examine roots. This is the main reason cotton has
endured as well as it has. Sandy fields and areas of
fields are showing significant drought stress, but I
suspect we are about to see general wilting by
midday unless we receive rains this week.
Planting date has influenced the way plants
have reacted to drought. As was the case last year,
the earliest planted fields did not develop as
extensive a root system prior to pinhead square, and
now these fields are rapidly moving white blooms to
within striking range of cutout. Some of the earlyplanted fields I saw last week were at 6 nodes above
white flower (NAWF), and some stressed areas were
at 5 NAWF. We still have a long way to go this year,
and this probably means that when rains arrive these
older plants may shock and produce regrowth.
For once in a great many years, I am
actually not concerned to see older cotton not
retaining a heavy fruit load at this time since this
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means that when rains arrive the plant can begin fresh
and set the crop. I know it is “heresy” to suggest that
poor fruit retention might actually be an acceptable
thing. This is a debatable point, and one with many
variables to consider; but for mid to late maturing
varieties it may be a fact. Think about it for a
moment; I believe you will agree that we will be at
least as well off to begin now rather than throw off
most of the crop and deal with regrowth. Those with
fields planted later in April, or in early to mid May
are not facing this question yet.
Insects have been relatively light so far, with
exception of a few plant bug and aphid hot spots.
Most of you have done at least some plant bug
spraying, especially where there has been rain, but in
general the pressure has been lighter than in the last
two seasons. Aphids are developing rapidly in some
areas. Reports from the south Delta and Louisiana
indicate poor control of aphids from materials that
have worked well for several years. Also, some of
the older materials like Kelthane that have been
standards for many years, will soon be unavailable.
As things are shaping up, aphids may become an
even more serious problem than they already are.
Aphids usually build up about this time, and
growers begin to treat fields. The “fungus”
(Neozygotes fresenii) epizootic usually arrives
around this point as well, driven by high aphid
numbers. As of last week, several samples from
Mississippi had been tested, but none were positive
for this beneficial fungus. Rain also aids the spread
of the fungus; maybe it will show up this week and
help us avoid spending more money on this pest.
Although most cotton fields have stood the
drought well, we are not without problems. Variable
stands exist in many fields as a result of cool and wet
conditions favorable to seedling disease prior to the
onset of dry weather. You might say these fields
“look good from the road”, but a walk through many
of them will reveal the truth. Very few Hill area
fields have achieved canopy at this time, either as a
result of drought or late planting, or a combination of
the two. We have a crop in the field; and it has a lot
of potential. Our cotton yields this year will depend
almost entirely on weather between now and ginning
time.

The Cotton and Corn Variety Trial Field
Day at the Oliver Farm north of Vaiden is
scheduled for Thursday August 3rd starting at
9:30AM. There will be other opportunities to see
variety trials; please try to attend these to see how
well varieties are dealing with drought this year.
Corn:

Field conditions for corn range from severe
to excellent, depending on two main factors: planting
date and moisture. Early planting promises to pay
big dividends this year since these fields were almost
finished setting ears when the worst drought stress
arrived. Estimates I have made in some of these
fields suggest they may produce at or above the state
average. Later planted fields were pollinating when
severe stress arrived; yields in these may be severely
reduced. Fields planted near the end of corn planting
are mostly in very bad condition now; some plants
were unable to initiate ears, and others were not able
to pollinate and begin filling the grain. Thankfully,
there were relatively few of these latter situations. I
am still optimistic that corn will produce more than
many of you expect; however with high production
costs there may not be enough to break even on the
tab.
Southwestern corn borers have become
active in Rankin and Madison Counties, prompting
Dr. Don Parker, State Corn Entomologist, to issue an
alert for these areas. Several fields in that area have
been treated with insecticides to prevent yield loss to
this destructive pest. Traps I have in other localities
have as yet not indicated high levels of moths. Please
monitor sources of information on this pest and react
to it if numbers increase to high levels.
Don’t forget the Cotton and Corn Variety
field day at the Oliver Farm on August 3rd.
Sincerely,

Soybeans:
Soybeans have demonstrated more drought
tolerance than I expected; however many fields still
have not canopied. Pod set has generally been good;
we need moisture now to fill them. Insect activity
has been variable, with only a few Delta fields
showing threshold levels of stinkbugs. Most
stinkbugs in Hill area fields are concentrated around
edges and near corn fields that maturing. In some
cases border treatment may be justifiable for
stinkbug. Fields in parts of the area have been treated
for combined populations of leaf beetles,
grasshoppers, threecornered alfalfa leafhoppers, and
stinkbugs. Levels of beneficial insects have
generally been low, but there are exceptions; only
scouting will give you this information. Disease
levels have been low so far, although several area
fields began showing downy mildew last week, a
disease for which there is no recommended or
effective control. Many fields where scattered rains
have stimulated growth have been treated with
fungicides for yield enhancement.
Asian Soybean Rust (ASR) has at this time
not been found in Mississippi, although it has been
found in the Mobile, AL area and south of Lafayette,
LA. Sentinel fields are being scouted regularly, and
you will be quickly notified of any finding that
affects our area.
In Conclusion:
I know; I have talked too much about our
need for rain. But this is our biggest single problem.
Almost everything else is small by comparison. I
hope that by the time I finish writing this letter it will
be raining outside my office. And no; I am not going
to tear this one up and write another one if that
happens. I will just be happy and thankful for the
gift.

Events:
July 13: Big Black Farmer’s Club annual barbeque, Richland Gin, (Start 7PM)

Ernest H. Flint, Ph.D., CCA
Area Agent – Agronomic Crops

July 15: Boll Weevil Eradication Annual Meeting, Grenada, Holmes CC
Forum (10AM – 1PM) Sponsored Lunch
July 20: Delta Branch (DREC)Field Day, All Crops, Stoneville, Registration
8AM, Presentations in Capps Center in AM, Choice of tours in PM, Sponsored
Lunch
August 3: Cotton and Corn Variety Trial Field Day at Oliver Farm N/O
Vaiden. Registration 9:30AM at plots. Sponsored Lunch
August 4: Row Crop and Hay Day at Brown Loam Station, Raymond
Registration 8AM, Sponsored Lunch

